WH I T E PA PE R

This will
change
everything
Decentralized Exchange and Automatic Liquidity Acquisition Yield

www.niob.finance
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THE ERA OF DECENTRALISM
H A S J U ST B E G U N . . .

Farm running currently on Binance Smart Chain

Niob Finance is a Decentralized Exchange and Automatic Liquidity Acquisition Yield Farm,
with a three-level referral system. Niob currently runs on BSC and has an aim to launch on
several other blockchains in the future. The project utilizes deflationary token NIOB. Each time
the token is transferred – it triggers the auto-burn mechanism. Another unique feature of
NIOB token is ability to allocate part of transfer tax towards the locked liquidity. The innovative
products and features which our team will be delivering as per Niob’s roadmap, should provide a sustainable environment for users to benefit from high APR yield farming and many
other DeFi solutions. NiobSwap users will have access to easy-to-use best in class technology,
as well as various new tokens through Niob’s native DEX.

Main Features
Automatic Liquidity
Each transfer of NIOB token will incur 3% transfer tax, of which 0.5% will added to the NIOB
native liquidity pools. Automatic liquidity mechanism will have a positive impact on NIOB
token price, as it will ensure that growing number of tokens will be permanently locked
over time, while overall token liquidity will continuously increase.

Automated Burning
0.5% of each transfer of NIOB token will be allocated to Automated Burning. The burning
will be executed by the Smart Contract in real-time, by sending tokens to the burn address.

Harvest Lockup
Harvest lockup is a mechanism designed for locking of yield-farming rewards. It is a defense feature, limiting the frequency of harvesting, to prevent farming arbitrage bots
from constant collecting rewards and dumping them.

No Migrator Code
The migrator code has been removed from the MasterChef contract.

Timelock
Timelock has been added to the Niob MasterChef contract after the launch

Community Driven
The entire Niob Finance Ecosystem is a community driven Project. Most of the decisions
about features, new pools, new farms, token listings and updates will be proposed and
voted by the Niob Community.

Basic Information
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Token Name:

NIOB Token

Token Symbol:

NIOB

Contract Address:

0x5ac5e6Af46Ef285B3536833E65D245c49b608d9b

Chain:

Binance Smart Chain (BEP20)

Transfer Tax
Total Transfer Tax Rate: 3% of every NIOB transfer
Burn Rate:

0.5% of every NIOB transfer will be burned immediately.

Automatic Liquidity Rate:

0.5% of every transferred amount will be
permanently locked into NIOB liquidity
pools.

Development fund:

2% of every NIOB transfer will be allocated to Niob development fund, which,
in the future, will be used for further advancements of the Nion Ecosystem.

Emission Rate
50 NIOB/block (decreased with time)
1,396,700 NIOB/day

9.0 % to the dev team to secure growth of the project

Automatic Liquidity
There is a 3% transfer tax on each transaction of NIOB
0.5% of every NIOB transfer is burned immediately
0.5% of which is added to the NIOB liquidity pools automatically through the contract
As project matures, we plan to burn more tokens and allocate less tokens to automatic liquidity

Automatic Burning
Each NIOB transfer on NiobSwap is a subject of a 3% transfer tax. 0.5% of every NIOB transfer be burned immediately.
Burn Address: 0x000000000000000000000000000000000000dEaD

Harvest Lockup
Harvest lockup is a lockup mechanism designed for farming rewards. It is a defense feature
limiting the frequency of harvesting to prevent farming arbitrage bots from constant collection of rewards and selling them. As an example, the harvest lockup of the NIOB-BNB farm is
2 hours. It means that farmers, who stake in the NIOB-BNB farm, can only claim their rewards
from farming every 2 hours. The harvest lockup times, which might differ for various farms, are
displayed individually in the “Farms” section. The harvest lockup holds only staking rewards.
The tokens staked in the farms and pools are not affected and can be withdrawn anytime.

The harvest lockup blocks only farming rewards.
The tokens staked in the farms are not affected and can be withdrawn anytime.

NIO (NIOB Initial Offer)
Available in near Future!
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Lottery (available in near future)
Specifics:
Lottery Ticket Fee for 1 ticket: 20 NIOB
Single User Lottery Entry Limit: No overall limit, but only 50 can be bought at one
time through the UI
Paying for one ticket will give users a random 4 digits combination with each digit
being between 1-14, e.g. „1-9-3-2“

How to win
To win the lottery jackpot (50% of the entire lottery pool), users need to match all 4 numbers on their ticket in the exact same order as the 4 winning numbers.
If you don’t match all 4, no need to worry. As long as you match 2 or more numbers in the
correct order, you are guaranteed to win a prize.

Winning Ration
Match all 4 numbers in the exact order = win 50% of the pot (or split the pot if more
than 1 winner).
Match 3 numbers in the exact order = win or split 20% of the pot.
Match 2 numbers in the exact order = win or split 10% of the pot.
Burn the remaining 20% of the pot.

Please note - in the event that no participants were able to match 3 numbers on
any draw, the 20% allocated to winners will then be burned accordingly.

For example, if the final 4 winning numbers are „1-9-3-2“
„5-4-9-1“ = match 0
„1-9-3-2“ = match all 4
„1-9-8-2“ = match 3
„4-5-3-2“ = match 2
„1-2-1-2“ = match 2

Lottery phases
Each full lottery session is completed every 12 hours (2 per day), with the timings for each as below:

What if there are no winners?
If no ticket is able to match all 4 numbers, 70% of the pot will be moved to the next lottery
session.
How will I know if I have won?
You can manually match your ticket numbers with the winning numbers for greater excitement. We’ve calculated your winnings automatically for you on the page where you can
see all your tickets, all your winnings and many other details.
If I win, do I need to manually claim the prize?
Yes, you will need to click the “Claim Prizes” button on the lottery page.
Are all ticket numbers unique?
Ticket numbers are given out randomly. As such, there is a small chance that a user receives the same 4 digits in two tickets held.
We maybe adjust the 4 digits to 5 digits if this is needful.
What transaction fee will I pay for buying a ticket?
Each ticket purchase will require a unique transaction. For example, buying 2 tickets will
require participants to pay for 2 transactions. The same will apply when claiming rewards.
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Referral Program
Our platform gives you an opportunity to maximize your rewards. Hence, you can invite
your friends to register via the referral link and receive rewards from our three-type referral program. Referral rewards can be received from Farms & Launch pools. Swaps referral
program will be enabled after deactivation of transaction fee mining.

NIOB referral program will work in the following way:
Exchange
You can expect a certain commission reward every time your invited friend makes a swap. Referral rewards from exchanges will be sent to your balance immediately after a swap. Referral rewards from exchange transactions will be active
for certain pairs.

Farms & Launch pools
You can expect up to 3% return from your friends‘ earnings. Your referral rewards
will be visible and ready for withdrawal from your referral accounts when your
invited friends will withdraw NIOB tokens to the wallet.
Let’s say, you‘ve invited a friend and he/she earned 5 NIOB from either “Farms”
or “Launch pools”. As a result, you will receive 1% of 5 NIOB. If this person invites
another person, and this person invites another person - you will receive 1% of
each of them.
1%
1%
This
is you!

1%

invite

invite

invite

You will have three seperate referral balances, including:
1. Swaps referral balance
2. Farms referral balance
3. Launchpool referral balance

Withdrawal commissions for referral balances:
Exchange → BSC network fee + 2% Niob operational fee
Farms & Launchpools → network fee
For each withdrawal, a flat fee of 2% is paid by users to cover the costs related to
internal exchanges of the initial tokens to NIOB tokens as well as the volatility of
the market.
With our Niob referral system we want to have both you and your friends benefit
from joining our community. You can also share a portion of your rewards (10%,
25%, 50%) with your friends.
Niob Profit Sharing allows you to share a portion of referral rewards with your
invited friends!

When generating a referral link, you can select 4 different profit
sharing options:
0% share
10% share
25% share
50% share
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Transaction Fee Mining:
Transaction fee mining, commonly referred to as “trans-fee mining” is the process of using
transaction fees to reward the community. Unlike other exchange platforms, Niob returns
the transaction fees to the users in the form of its native token - NIOB. In simple terms,
when you make a swap on Niob and pay a trading fee of 0.1%, up to 50% of the trading fee
will be immediately returned to your “Fee Return” balance NIOB tokens.
The maximum fee return you can ever get is 50%. However, the amount of fee return
greatly depends on the trading pair. Make sure you check all the information provided
by Niob before confirming your swap transaction.

Example:
Let’s say you decided to exchange 1 BNB for BUSD and the fee return for that pair is 50%.
During this exchange, a transaction fee of 0.1% (0.001 BNB) will be charged. Once the
transaction is complete, the system will immediately return the fee you paid in the form of
NIOB tokens. The number of NIOB tokens sent to your “Fee Return” balance will be equivalent to the amount of the transaction fee paid in BNB (on condition that the percentage
of fee return for that pair is 50%).

How does Transaction Fee Mining in NIOB work?
Niob team will allocate 100 million tokens for the trans-fee mining but these tokens will
be generated in a unique way. To be more specific, tokens for trans-fee mining will be generated only when a user will make a withdrawal from the “Fee Return” balance. The link
to the contract responsible for generating these tokens will be available shortly after the
official launch of Niob. Once the number of tokens that have been allocated for trans-fee
mining reaches 100 million, this mechanism will be automatically disabled.

Niob team reserves the right to manually disable transaction-fee mining in the
future. The decision to turn off this function will be based on the future
development of our platform.

Sharing Season
The Niob Sharing Season is a lucrative opportunity to tell the crypto world about your
Niob experience using special hashtags on Twitter & Niob Telegram Chat and win NIOB
rewards!

Weekly Prize Pool of $2 530 in NIOB is divided among 253 random
lucky participants in the following way:
$ 1,100 in NIOB for Twitter Share — #Niob_exchange
for 101 winners (the 1st one - $100 & 100 others $10 each)
$ 1,100 in NIOB for Twitter Share — #Niob_earn
for 101 winners (the 1st one - $100 & 100 others $10 each)
$ 330 in NIOB for Twitter Share — #Niob_sharing
for 51 Niobpers (the 1st one - $ 30 & $ 50 others $6 each)
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AMAZING
FEATURES
Insurance Fund for Users
Niob SAFU will be an emergency insurance fund for all our users. As soon as the fund is
launched, 1% of all outstanding tokens will be allocated to a specific wallet to protect all
our users and their funds in case of an emergency. All the funds will be stored in a separate
wallet.
Niob SAFU is not responsible for the financial losses that have occurred because of users’
fault! For instance, if a user loses their crypto assets because of a stolen seed phrase, Niob
SAFU will not cover these losses.

Prediction Trading
Niob Prediction offers a fun, simple, and rewarding decentralized prediction market. Users
will have the opportunity to predict the price movement of various tokens traded on the
NIOB swap. A user wins if their prediction of price rise or fall of the token is correct.

Anti-Whale Algorithm
The Anti-Whale Algorithm disallows to transfer more than 0.5% of the total supply. As the
total supply grows, this ratio will be reduced or removed. Deposit or withdraw of token
from the farms and pools will not be subject to this restriction. This algorithm ensures that
whales and institutional investors cannot influence or manipulate the price of the token.

Cashout in Fiat
We are implementing a feature, where you can cashout many of your token in FIAT, if
you’ve registered your Wallet-Adress or you’ve a fully KYC on our Custody System.

Trading-Fee Cashback
If you swap or trade on NiobSwap, you will pay a transaction fee and part of it you’ll get
back in our native token NIOB.

Multichain Possibility
We will be one of the first DeFi-Apps which allow you to swap, farm and pool tokens over
different Blockchains. From ERC20 to BEP20 or to MATIC, TRC, Polkadot and you can swap
them all in our Space
We will add the most used and developed Blockchains first.
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Roadmap
Crypto is one of the most dynamic sectors, which means that we also have to
strive for constant innovation and deliver the best-in-class products to the Niob
community. Pivoting is a way of life. We want to keep Niob community informed
about our future plans and be transparent about our next milestones, but at the
same time, we don’t publicly commit to any specific timelines. This gives us the
flexibility to organize our development priorities based on market dynamics and
developer resources.

Launch
Launch of Niob DEX
Listing on other DEXs, such as PancakeSwap and BiSwap
Farming (Stake NIOB LPs to earn NIOB rewards)
Pooling (Stake NIOB or other tokens to earn NIOB rewards)
Partnerships
Cetrik Audit
Apply for Listings on Coinmarketcap, Coingecko, DappRadar, BscScan, etc.
Apply for Listing on centralized exchanges
Twitter Contests

Future Advancements of NIOB AMM
INO (Initial Niob Offering)
AMM Trading Mining (Trading on NiobSwap to earn new tokens)
Add Niob-LP Farms
Airdrop Platform (Hold Niob to claim free new tokens)

Other Products of NIOB Ecosystem
Niob Lottery
AMM API Endpoint
Free Token & Liquidity Locking
AMM Analytics
Voting
Margin Trading (Trade BSC tokens with leverage on-chain)
Fixed-Rate Swap
Prediction Trading
Galaxies (Multichcain Dapps)
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NFT Marketplace built on
Binance Smart Chain
Create. Buy. Sell and Earn with NFTs
Faster and cheaper fees under $ 1
Earn BNB and NIOB for each NFT sale

Create NFT with ease
One click and your NFT is created. Set a price and start earning, NFT auction will
come next.

AIRT Farming & Royalties
You can earn AIRT Token for selling and buying NFTs. Use royalties for secondary
sales.

NFT Launchpad
For those artists that don‘t have big following there will be launchpad to give
exposure.

New Opportunities for NiobSwap Community Voting
NiobSwap would not have been able to achieve such magnificent results without our
community. The opinion of every user is extremely valuable to our team, as our users have
always been an integral part of the project’s development. In order to stay loyal to our
vision, we cannot implement major changes without an approval of our beloved family
members. Hence, we invite every NiobSwap user to join community voting, in order to
provide Niob team with feedback on current and upcoming proposals. Let’s help NiobSwap grow with a furious speed!

What are the Benefits for the Community?
The list of potential benefits our investor might bring is:
Community expansion
Brand awareness
More partnerships with well-known DeFi projects
Token price growth
Worldwide exposure
Support from the top players on the market
Once we close the deal, NiobSwap will immediately disclose the name of the investor.
NiobSwap would not have been able to achieve such magnificent results without our
community. The opinion of every user is extremely crucial to our team and our users have
always been an integral part of the development of the project.
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